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Abstract 
For every continuous biadditive mapping o we construct a topological group M(o) ant 
establish its minimality under natural restrictions. Using the evaluation mapping G x G * + 
II of Pontryagin-van Kampen duality and the canonical duality E x E * -+ IL! for a normec 
space E, we obtain some new results in the theory of minimal groups. In particular, it ii 
shown that every locally compact Abelian group is a group retract of a minimal locall! 
compact group. Every Abelian topological group is a quotient of a perfectly minimal group 
Keywords: Minimal group; Pontryagin-van Kampen duality; Bilinear form; UnconditionalI! 
closed subset 
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0. Introduction 
A Hausdorff topological group G is said to be minimal (Stephenson [261) if i 
does not admit a strictly coarser Hausdorff group topology. If G/P is minimal fol 
every closed normal subgroup P of G then G is called totally minimal. A group C 
is perfectly minimal [12, $6.11 if the product G XX is minimal whenever X i! 
minimal. Clearly, every compact group is totally minimal. At the same time 
compact groups are perfectly minimal because every sup-complete (complete wit1 
respect to its two-sided uniformity) minimal group is perfectly minimal [14 
Theorem 31. 
’ Partially supported by the Israel Ministry of Sciences. Grant No. 3505 
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Recall some interesting examples of minimal groups: 
(a> The symmetric topological group S(X) of all bijections X+X of an infinite 
set X endowed with the topology rx of pointwise convergence is totally minimal 
(Dierolf and Schwanengel [lo]>. Moreover, every Hausdorff group topology on 
S(X) contains rx (Gaughan [17]). 
(b) Discrete minimal groups (i.e., groups which do not admit nondiscrete 
Hausdorff group topologies). Such groups were constructed by Shelah [25] (assum- 
ing CH) and also by Hesse [18] and Ol’shanskii [22]. 
(c) E with the p-adic topology TV is a totally minimal nonperfectly minimal 
group (Doitchinov [ 131). 
(d) The semidirect product R A, R, of the multiplicative group R, of all 
positive numbers with R under the natural action r : R, x R + ll-3 (Dierolf and 
Schwanengel [ill). This was generalized in Remus and Stoyanov [23]; in particular, 
it is proved that arbitrary powers of R A, R, are minimal. 
(e) Every connected semi-simple Lie group is totally minimal iff the center is 
finite [23]. 
(f> For every (real or complex) Hilbert space W the unitary group U(W) (which in 
this paper is always endowed with the strong operator topology) is totally minimal 
(Stoyanov [27]). 
Prodanov and Stoyanov established that every Abelian minimal group is pre- 
compact (see [12, 02.71). A general categorical approach to minimal topologies on 
algebraic structures was developed by Banaschewski [5]. For comprehensive infor- 
mation and terminology on minimal groups, we refer to [121. 
In Section 1 of this paper we introduce the notion of minimality for a biadditive 
mapping w : E X F --+A and prove that the canonical mapping A : G X G * + U is 
minimal for every Hausdorff locally compact Abelian (LCA) group G. In this 
section we also establish that a minimal group G is perfectly minimal iff the center 
Z(G) is perfectly minimal. 
In Section 2 we define the induced group M(o) and establish its minimality for 
minimal w and A. As a consequence, we get that every LCA group is a group 
retract of a minimal locally compact (LC) group. 
Section 3 contains a modification of our construction for bilinear forms. By the 
help of the canonical bilinear form ( , > : co X 1, + R and results from functional 
analysis a perfectly minimal group of countable weight is constructed which is not 
topologically isomorphic to a subgroup of the unitary group U(W) for some Hilbert 
space W (compare (f)). This solves a problem of Stoyanov [271. 
In Section 4, introducing the class BR of birepresentable groups (Definition 
4.7), we show that BR contains: LC groups, subgroups of GL(E) (where E is a 
normed space and GL(E) is the group of all linear topological automorphisms 
endowed with the uniform operator topology), additive subgroups of locally convex 
vector spaces and free Abelian topological groups. The last result enables us to 
represent every Abelian topological group as a quotient of a perfectly minimal 
group. This gives a positive answer (in the realm of Abelian groups) to the 
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following question of Arkhangel’skii [4, Problem VI.61: Is every Hausdorff group a 
quotient of a minimal group? 
Using the same technique, we prove that every closed subgroup G of Gun, R) 
is a group retract of a minimal Lie group of dimension dim G + 2n + 1. 
Some of our results were announced in [20,21]. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let (G, a) and (X, r) be topological groups. As usual, a representation (Y : G -+ 
Aut X is called continuous if the corresponding action &: G XX-X, &.(g, x) = 
a(g)(x) is continuous. In this situation, we say that X is a topological G-group. It 
is well known that the semidirect product X h, G is a topological group with 
respect to the product topology r X u iff (Y is continuous. In the sequel we will 
often write e (the neutral element) instead of e,, e, or (e,, e,). We identify G 
with the subgroup {e} X G, as well as X with the normal subgroup XX (e). 
Clearly, the canonical projection pr: X A, G + G is a group retraction and 
ker pr =X. For further details on semidirect products see [24, Ch. 61. 
The filter of all neighborhoods of an element x of a topological group (G, a) 
will be denoted by NJG, a), the zero element of an Abelian group X by ox. 
Sometimes we write IJXi instead of l-Ii, ,Xi. If P is a subgroup of G then (+ I p 
will denote the relative topology on P induced by u and a/P will be the quotient 
topology on the left coset space G/P. The following result is standard. 
Lemma 1.1 [ll; 12, Lemma 7.2.31. Let P be a subgroup of a group G and let (+I and 
u2 be (not necessarily Hausdorff) group topologies on G with u1 C u2, u1 1 x = u2 I x 
and u,/X = u2/X, Then u1 = u2. 
Let E, F, A be Abelian groups. As usual, a mapping o : E X F +A is called 
biadditive if the induced mappings w, : F + A, tif : E --) A for every x E E and 
f E F are homomorphisms. Recall that w is called separated if for every pair 
(x0, f,J of nonzero elements there exists a pair (x, f 1 such that f(x,) + o, and 
fO(x) # oA, where f(x) = w(x, f ). Note that in [16, Ch. X] a biadditive mapping is 
called “bilinear function”. 
Definition 1.2. Let (E, a), (F, T), A be Abelian Hausdorff groups. A continuous 
separated biadditive mapping w : 65, a) x (I;, 7) + A will be called minimal if for 
every coarser pair (ur, ri) of Hausdorff group topologies ui C u, 71 c r such that 
w : (E, a,) x (F, ~~1 --f A is continuous (in such cases, we will say that (ui, rl) is 
w-compatible), it follows that ui = u and 7i = 7. 
Remark 1.3. Since w is separated and A is Hausdorff, every w-compatible pair 
(a,, 7,) automatically is a pair of Hausdorff topologies. The contents of Definition 
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1.2 will not be changed if we omit the word “separated” provided that ul, TV are 
not necessarily Hausdorff. 
Example 1.4. Let A be a Hausdorff topological ring with a unit. Then the 
multiplication defines a minimal biadditive mapping o : (A, + ) X (A, + ) + (A, + ), 
where (A, + > is the additive group of A. 
The following lemma is elementary. 
Lemma 1.5. Let w : E X F + A be a continuous biadditive mapping, and P be a (not 
necessarily closed) subgroup of E. Then the natural mapping w/P : E/P x P ’ + A 
is continuous provided that P 1 = {f E F: f(x) = o,, Vx E P). 
Lemma 1.6. Let oi : Ei X F, + Ai be a minimal biadditive mapping for every i E I. 
Then the natural biadditive mapping nwi : II E, X nFi -+ n Ai, defined coordinate- 
wise, is minimal. 
Proof. Denote by ui and 71 the given topologies of Ei and F, respectively. Let 
u’ c u = nui and T’ c T = FIT, be new coarser group topologies on n Ei and n Fi 
such that ((+I, T’) is Kiwi-compatible. In order to check the equalities u’ = u, 
T' = T, it suffices to show that for every k E I the projections 
pk : (flEi> a’) j ( Eky ukk)T qk: (nFi;i, 7’) j (Fk, 'k) 
are continuous. Clearly, ker pk = n(Ei: i f k}. Set Pk = ker pk. Since every wi is 
separated (Definition 1.2), we have Pk’ = Fk. By Lemma 1.5 (with w := Kiwi> we 
obtain that wk :(E,, u’/Pk) X (F,, TV) +A, is continuous. The minimality of wk 
implies u’/P, = uk. So every projection pk is a’-continuous. This means that 
u’ = u. 
Analogously, using the dual version of Lemma 1.5, we obtain T' = T. 0 
Lemma 1.7. Let (E, a), (F, T), A be Abelian Hausdorff groups and ler o :(E, a) X 
(F, 7) + A be a continuous biadditive mapping. Denote by W : (B, G> X (F, 7) +A 
the corresponding completion [8, III, 96.51. Then 0 is minimal if and only if 6.1 is 
minimal. 
Proof. Sufficiency: Let w be minimal and (v, p) be a G-compatible pair. Since 
(Y, II) is coarser than (5, ‘i), the minimality of w implies v 1 E = ~7 I E = u, p I F = 
7 I F = T. Clearly, E is v-dense and G-dense in E. Therefore, v/E and G/E are 
trivial topologies; in particular v/E = Z/E. Using Lemma 1.1 we get v = a. 
Similarly, it can be proved that p = 7. 
Necessity: If W is minimal, then according to Definition 1.2, W is separated. 
Since E and F are dense subgroups, then o is separated too. Let (ul, ~~1 be a 
o-compatible pair of Hausdorff group topologies. Consider the corresponding 
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completion ; :(i, 6,) X <fi, ?,> +A and the natural mappings p:(E, a> --f 
<g, $,I, q : (F, ?I + Cf, fl>, where p I E = Id, and q I F = Id,. Since E and F are 
dense and all groups are Hausdorff, the equality S(p(x), q(f)) = W(x, f) holds -- 
for every (x, f) E (E, F). Since W is separated, p and q are injective. Then 
(p-‘cc?,), q-‘(i,)) is a w-compatible pair of Hausdorff group topologies. The 
minimality of 0 implies p-‘(G,) = c, q-‘(i,) = 7, which yields err = u, T, = T. III 
Definition 1.8. Let (G, 7) be a topological group and I,/I = {$i : G + Aut X,}i,, be a 
system of representations in Hausdorff groups Xi. We say that $ is topologically 
exact (or shortly: t-exact) if Cc, is algebraically exact (i.e., nker $i = (e}), T is 
glr-compatible (i.e., each si : (G, T> x Xi -Xi is continuous) and every strictly 
coarser group topology T’ is not $-compatible. I,!J will be called hereditarily t-exact 
(ht-exact) if for every topological subgroup P of G the system {I$~ I p}i E I is t-exact. 
Remark 1.9. (i) For a normed space (E, II II> denote by Is(E) the group of all 
linear isometries of E onto itself endowed with the strong operator topology. Then 
the natural action Is(E) X E + E defines an ht-exact representation. 
(ii) Let (G, T) be an LC group and let Aut G be the group of all topological 
automorphisms of G endowed with the Birkhoff topology [19, 9261. Denote this 
topology by TV and recall that TV has a local base at the identity formed by the 
sets: 
.%?(C, U) = f’p E Aut G: p(c) E UC and cp-‘(c) E UC, Vc f C), 
where C runs over the compact subsets of G and U runs over the neighborhoods 
of e in G. Then the natural action LY :Aut G X G -+ G defines an ht-exact 
representation. Moreover, every (Y I pxc-compatible group topology v on a sub- 
group P of Aut G is finer than 78 I p. 
Indeed, fix a pair (C, VI. Choose a neighborhood U, EN,(G, T) such that 
U,U,-’ c U. Since (Y 1 pxc :(P, a> X (G, 7) + (G, T) is continuous, for every c E C 
there exist O(c) E N&G, ~1, V, E N,(P, (~1 such that V,:’ = V, and cp(x) E U,c for 
every x E O(c) and cp E Vc:.; in particular, O(c) c U,c. Since C is compact there 
exists a finite subset {cr, cz, . . . , cJ of C such that C c U r=,O(ci). Now, if we put 
I/= fl :=,l/c,, then p(c) E U,U,-‘c c UC for every c E C and cp E I/= V-l. There- 
fore, I/ cs(C, U > n P. This means that TB I p c u. 
Proposition 1.10. For every LCA group G the canonical biadditive mapping A : G * 
x G - U is minimal. 
Proof. Let T * and T be the given (compact-open) topologies of G * and G and let 
CT,* 9 T,) be any A-compatible pair. For a T-COInpaCt subset C of G and a number 
E > 0 denote by [C, E] the set (x E G * : x(C) c O,}, where 0, is the e-neighbor- 
hood of the zero in U. Since C is r,-compact there exists Ll E T; such that e E U 
and x(C) c 0, for every x E U. Therefore, e E U c [C, E], which yields T; = T *. 
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Using duality, we get TV = 7. q 
Recall that a subset S of a group G is called unconditionally closed (u.c.) if S is 
closed for every Hausdorff group topology on G. The centralizer ten(g) of any 
element g E G and the center Z(G) of G are U.C. in G (see [24, Lemma 3.111). 
Lemma 1.11. Let X and Y be groups. Then XX Z(Y) and Z(X) X Y are U.C. in 
xx Y. 
Proof. Observe that X X Z(Y) = n{cen(e, y): y E Y} and Z(X) x Y = 
n{cen(x, e): x EXJ. 0 
Now we need the following known result. 
Proposition 1.12 [12, Proposition 7.2.51. Let G be a minimal group, and let H be a 
closed subgroup of the center Z(G) of G. Then H is minimal. 
Proposition 1.13. Let X, Y be minimal groups. Then X X Y is minimal if and only if 
Z(X) X Z(Y) is minimal. 
Proof. Necessity: If XX Y is minimal then, by Proposition 1.12, Z(X x Y) (which 
coincides with Z(X) X Z(Y 1) is minimal. 
Sufficiency: Suppose that Z(X) X Z(Y) is minimal and y1 c y be a coarser 
Hausdorff group topology on X X Y. By Lemma 1.11 the subgroup Z(X) x Z(Y) is 
U.C. in X x Z(Y). The minimality of Z(X) X Z(Y) implies that Z(Y) is y,-closed 
in Z(X) x Z(Y). Therefore, Z(Y) is y,-closed in XX Z(Y). Since X is minimal, 
using Lemma 1.1 for the groups XX Z(Y) 1Z(Y), we get y1 I ~~~~~~ = y I xxzcyJ. 
In particular, X is y,-closed in XX Z(Y 1. On the other hand, XX Z(Y) is U.C. in 
XX Y (Lemma 1.11). Hence, X is y,-closed in XX Y. Using the minimality of Y 
and Lemma 1.1, we conclude y1 = y. 0 
Theorem 1.14. A minimal topological group X is perfectly minimal iff Z(X) is 
peij+ectly minimal. 
Proof. Suppose that Z(X) is perfectly minimal. For every minimal Y the center 
Z(Y) is minimal (Proposition 1.12). Therefore, Z(X) X Z(Y) is minimal. From 
Proposition 1.13 it follows that XX Y is minimal. So, X is perfectly minimal. 
Conversely, let X be perfectly minimal. Then XX (Z, TJ is minimal for every 
prime p (see Introduction Cc)). By Proposition 1.12 the groups Z(X) X (Z, ~~1 and 
Z(X) are minimal. Hence, Z(X) is precompact by the Prodanov-Stoyanov result 
(cf. Introduction). Now, Theorem 6.1.8 from [12] shows that Z(X) is perfectly 
minimal. 0 
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Theorem 1.15. The arbitrary product <nX,, u = ncr,) of minimal groups (Xi, ui) 
with trit:ial center is per-fectly minimal. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.14 it is sufficient to show that X = HX, is minimal. Since 
Z( X,) = {e} then the kernel ker qk = n( X,: i # k) of any projection qk is U.C. in X 
(Lemma 1.11). Now, using the minimality of X, we obtain that qk is (v, a,)-con- 
tinuous for every Hausdorff coarser group topology v CU. Thus, v = u. 0 
The last result gives an analog of Theorem 7.3.9(c) from [12] for minimal groups 
and, consequently, partially solves a problem posed in [12, p. 2351. 
2. Induced groups of biadditive mappings 
Let E, F and A be Abelian topological groups and w : E X F +A be a 
biadditive mapping. For all (f, a, x) E F XA X E let w v (f, (a, x)) = (a + f(x), x), 
where f(x) = w(x, f). Since w is biadditive, ov defines an action of F on the 
product A x E. Moreover, every transition under this action is an automorphism. 
Denote the corresponding semidirect product A x E A,.< F by M(w). We call this 
group the induced group of w. 
Lemma 2.1. 
6) Zf u = (a, x, f), c = (6, y, cp) EM(~), then: 
(a) u~‘=(a+b+f(y), xty, f+cp); 
(b) u-’ = (f(x) -a, -x, -f 1; 
(c) UL’U-’ = (f(y) - cp(x) + b, y, cp). 
(ii) If w is separated then Z( M(w)) = A. 
Proof. (ii> Let u = (a, x, f) E Z(M(w)) and 1: = (oA, oE, cp). Then the equality 
ucu -’ = L’ implies cp(x) = o, for every cp E F. Since w is separated, we conclude 
that x =oE. Similarly, considering c = (oA, y, o,>, we get f = oF. On the other 
hand, clearly (a, oE, oF) E Z(M(w)) for every a EA. 0 
Lemma2.2.(i)Theactionwv:FX(AXE)-+AXE is continuous iff 0 is continu- 
ous. 
(ii) If o is minimal then the induced representation defined by wv is t-exact. 
Proof. (i> It easily follows from the identity o v (f, (a, x)) - (a, x) = (f(x), oE). 
(ii) Let r,crbeaw” -compatible group topology on F. By 6) the mapping 
w : E X (F, 7,) +A is continuous. The minimality of w implies 7, = r. 0 
Proposition 2.3. For euery LCA group G the mappings 
i,:G-,Aut(TxG*), ir(s)(t, X) = (t +X(g)* x)7 
i,:G* -+Aut(TxG), i2(x)(t, g) = (t +X(g), s) 
are topological group embeddings. 
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Proof. By Proposition 1.10, A : G * X G -P % is minimal. Combining Lemma 2.2(ii) 
and Remark 1.9(ii) we obtain that i, is a topological embedding. Using duality we 
get our assertion for i,. 0 
Definition 2.4. Let q : X + Y be a (not necessarily group) retraction of a group X 
on a subgroup Y. We say that q is central if q(xyx-'1 = y for each (x, y> E X X Y. 
Lemma 2.5. For every biadditive mapping w : E x F + A the natural projections 
qE : M(w) + E, qF : M(u) + F are central. 
proof. If u = (u, X, f) EM(~), y E E and cp E F then by Lemma 2.1(c), UYU-’ = 
(f(Y), Y7 OF), uv -’ =(-c&x), OE, cp>. 0 
Proposition 2.6. Let (M, y) be a topological group such that M is algebraically a 
semidirect product M = X h, G. Zf q : X + Y is a continuous central retraction of the 
topological subgroup X on a topological G-subgroup Y of X, then the action 
cwlcxr:(G, y/X) x(Y, rlv) +(K Y/Y) (1) 
is continuous. 
Proof. Clearly, each g-transition (Y, y I y) + (Y, y I Y) is continuous. We have to 
show that (Y I GxY in (1) is continuous at (e, y) for every y E Y. Fix an arbitrary 
y E Y and a neighborhood O(y) E iV,(Y, y I y). Since q :(X, y I X) + (Y, y I y) is 
continuous, there exists 17, E N&M, y) such that 
q(U, nx) co. 
Choose V, U, E N&M, y> with the property 
(2) 
vlJ,v -‘cu, VVEV. 
Now, if pr: M + G denotes the canonical projection, then 
(3) 
cz(g, z)EO VgEpr(V),VzE&nY. 
Indeed, if v=(x, g>E I/ and ZE U,nY then by (3), vzv-’ E U,. From the 
normality of X we have vzv- ’ E X. Thus, vzv - ’ E U, n X. Using (2) and the 
identity vzv -’ =xcu(g, z)x-1, we get q(xcu(g, z)x-‘1 E 0. Since q is central and 
a(g, z) E Y, we obtain a(g, z) E 0. Finally, observe that pr(V> E N,(G, y/X) and 
U#YEN,(Y, rly). q 
Proposition 2.7. Let (X A, G, y) = M be a topological semidirect product and 
{qb E I be a system of G-subgroups in Xsuch that the system (a 1~~ r, : G X y -+ Y;:Ii E I 
is t-exact and for each i E Z there exists a continuous central retraction qi : X -+ x. 
Suppose that y1 c y is a coarser group topology on M such that y1 I x = y I X. Then 
Yl = Y. 
Proof. Proposition 2.6 shows that each action cz I GUY, : (G, yJX> X y + y (i E 0 
is continuous. By Definition 1.8, yl/X coincides with the given topology of G. 
Therefore, yl/X= y/X. Now, Lemma 1.1 completes the proof. 0 
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Corollary 2.8. Let (X h, G, y) be a topological semidirect product and let (Y be 
t-exact. Suppose that X is Abelian and y, c y is a group topology which agrees with y 
on X. Then y, = y. 
Proof. Since X is Abelian, the identity mapping Id, : X+X is central. 0 
The commutativity of X is essential. It was shown in [14, Example lo] that there 
exists a totally minimal precompact orsion group X such that a certain semidirect 
product X X G is not minimal, where G is the discrete cyclic group of order 2. 
Proposition 2.9. Let w : (E, a) x (F, T) + A be a minimal biadditive mapping and 
(M(w), y) = (A x E A,, F, y) be the induced group. If y1 C y is a group topology 
such that y1 I A = y I A, then y1 = y. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 it suffices to show that y/A = y/A. Therefore, we have to 
check the continuity of the projection 
qExF:(M(w),yl)~(EXF,ax7). 
By Proposition 2.6 (with X :=A X E, q := Id,, G := F) the action 
(4) 
w”:(F,r~/AXE)X(AXE,r,I...)~(AXE,r,I...) 
is continuous. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2(i) the biadditive mapping 
~:(E,Y,I.)X(F,Y,/AXE)-,(A,Y,IA) 
is continuous. From the equality y I , A = y I A and the minimality of w, it follows 
that the topology yl/A x E on F coincides with the given topology T. Thus, the 
projection qr : (M(o), y,) --+ (F, T) is continuous. Now, observe that A X F (which 
is identified with A x {e} x F) is a normal subgroup of M and (A X F) n E = {e). 
This means (see [24, Definition 6.101) that M(o) is algebraically a semidirect 
product A x F A E. Moreover, the corresponding action (by means of the inner 
automorphisms) of E on A x F is 
o,“:ExAxF*AxF, w*“(x, (a, f>) = (a +w,(f, ~1, f), 
where w * : F x E --) A is a biadditive mapping defined by w,(f, x) = --w(x, f ). 
Clearly, w* is minimal iff w is minimal. Therefore, as in the case of qr, using 
Proposition 2.6 (with X := A X F, q := Id,, G := E) and Lemma 2.2(i) (for o .+ 1, we 
can establish the continuity of qE : (M(w), yl) - (E, (~1. Thus, qExF from (4) is 
continuous. 0 
Theorem 2.10. Let w : E X F + A be a minimal biadditive mapping. Then the 
induced group M(w) is (perfectly) minimal iff A is (perfectly) minimal. 
Proof. The “minimal case” follows from Propositions 1.12, 2.9 and Lemma 2.1(n), 
for the “perfectly minimal case” we use, in addition, Theorem 1.14. q 
In the sequel, instead of M(A) we will write M(G). 
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Theorem 2.11. Let A : G * x G -+ T be the canonical biadditive mapping for an LCA 
group G. Then the induced group M(G) = II x G * X G is minimal. In particular, 
ecery LCA group is a group retract of a minimal LC group. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 1.10 and Theorem 2.10. 0 
Remus and Stoyanov [23] proved that every compactly generated LCA group is 
a quotient of a minimal LC group. 
Theorem 2.12. Every locally precompact Abelian group G is a group retract of a 
locally precompact perfectly minimal group. 
Proof. Consider the natural mapping A : (??I * x G + U, where G is the completion 
of G. By Proposition 1.10 and Lemma 1.7 the restricted mapping A I (.QS XG : (G) * 
x G -+ 1T is minimal. Now, it follows from Theorem 2.10 that the induced group 
% x Cc)* A G is perfectly minimal. 0 
Question 2.13. (i) Let g be a certain class of topological groups and min denotes 
the class of all minimal groups. The general questions which naturally arise here 
are the following: Is it true that every G l g is a group retract of a group 
ME& n min? What happens if g is the class of all locally compact (or Lie) 
groups? 
(ii) Arkhangel’skii [4, Problem VI.61 posed the question if every Hausdorff 
group is a quotient of a minimal group. Uspenskii announced a positive answer 
(see [29, Theorem 3.3E.21). 
In the sequel we give some partial results concerning Question 2.13. The 
following is one of them. 
Theorem 2.14. An arbitrary product of LCA groups is a group retract of a minimal 
group M which may be represented as a product of LC groups. 
The proof follows from Proposition 1.10 and the following generalization of 
Theorem 2.10. 
Theorem 2.15. Let for every i E I, wi : Ei x I$ + A, be a minimal biadditirle mapping. 
Then rIMcoil is (perfectly) minimal iff rIAi (perfectly) minimal. 
Proof. The natural mapping 
FIM(o;) +M(I-Imi), (a,, x;, f;>it, + ((ai)it,? (nl)lt~, (f;>rtr) 
is a topological isomorphism. Now, our assertion follows from Lemma 1.6 and 
Theorem 2.10 (for nwi>. 0 
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3. Bilinear forms and induced groups 
As usual, the dual space (E *, 11 1) *) f o a real normed space (E, )I II) is the 
Banach space of all continuous linear functionals f : E + IR equipped with the 
norm II f II * = sup{ I f(x) I: II x II G 11. 
Definition 3.1. Let E, F be normed spaces. We say that a continuous bilinear form 
w : E X F + [w is a strong duality if for every norm-unbounded sequences (x,) c E 
and (f,) c F, the subsets S, = (f(x,,): II f II G 1, n E IV), S, = (f,Jx): n E FV, II x II < 
11 are unbounded in R. 
Remark 3.2. Considering in Definition 3.1 the sequences x, = nxO and f,, = nfo, 
where (x0, f,) E E X F, we obtain that every strong duality is a separated biaddi- 
tive mapping. 
Lemma 3.3. For every normed space E the canonical bilinear form ( , ) : E x E * --f R 
defined by (x, f > = f(x), is a strong duality. 
Proof. Suppose (x,) c E and (f,> c E * are norm-unbounded. For every x, there 
exists cp, E E * such that II (Pi II * = 1 and cp,(x,) = II x, II (cf. [6, Theorem (40.1O)l). 
Hence, S, (from Definition 3.1) is unbounded. The unboundedness of S, directly 
follows from the definition of II II *. q 
Proposition 3.4. Let G be an LC group and u be the standard Haar measure on G. 
Let (L’(G), II II ,) be the Banach space of all equivalence classes of l-integrable real 
functions on G, and denote by (-‘Z(G), (I II> the normed space of all continuous real 
functions with compact supports endowed with the sup-norm. Then the natural 
bilinear form w : L’(G) X_%?(G) + R, w<f, cp) = fofqdu is a strong duality. 
Proof. Considering for every (pa E Z(G) the corresponding functional (ia : L’(G) 
+ R, G,,(f) = fGfpOdu we obtain an embedding of X(G) into the Banach space 
(L’(G))* = L”(G) (see the remark in [8, IV, $6, 31). Therefore, the norm II ‘p. II is 
equal to the number 
lltp(jll =sup{o(f, 'PO): fEL’(G), Ilf III G 1). 
On the other hand, by [19, Theorem (12.13)1, we have 
II fo II I = su&(f,,, cp): cp eZ(G), II P II G I}. 
Clearly, (5) and (6) imply that w is a strong duality. 0 
(5) 
(6) 
Lemma 3.5. Let (E, II II) be a normed space and let X c E be an additive topological 
subgroup. Suppose that r is a strictly coarser group topology on X. Then enery 
r-neighborhood CT E NJ X, r> of the zero in X is norm-unbounded. 
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Proof. Since r is strictly coarser, there exists &a > 0 such that every 0 E N,(X, 7) 
contains an element x E 0 with II x II z &a. Fix U E N,(X, 7). Since T is a group 
topology, for each natural IZ there exists V, E N,(X, r) such that nV, c U. Choose 
x, E V, with the property II x, II a Ed. Then II nx, II > )2&O. Since 11x,, E U, this 
means that U is norm-unbounded. 0 
Proposition 3.6. Every strong duality is a minimal biadditive mapping. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 3.5. q 
Let E, F be normed spaces and w : E x F + R be a continuous bilinear form. 
Consider the induced group M(w) =A X E AU7 F of the biadditive mapping o 
and define the following action: 
rr:R+XM(o) -M(w), r(t,(a, x, f)) = (Ia, tx, f). 
Clearly, r defines a continuous representation. Therefore, the topological 
semidirect product M(w) A, R, is well defined. Denote this group by M+(w) and 
call it the induced group of the bilinear form w. In the case of the canonical 
bilinear form ( , > : E x E * --f R we will use the notation M+(E) instead of 
M+((, )I. 
The proof of the following result is straightforward. 
Proposition 3.7. Let E be a normed space. Then the following mappings: 
i,:E* XlQ+-,GL(RXE), il(f, t>(a, x> = (ta +4(x), tx), 
i,:EXlR++GL(RXE*), i,(x, t)(a, f) = (ta + tf(x), tf) 
are topological group embeddings. 
Lemma 3.8. (i) Zf u = (a, x, f, t), v = (b, y, cp, s) EM+(W) then uvu-’ = (a - sa 
+ tf(y) - scp(x> + tb, x - sx + ty, rp, s), 
(ii) 204+(w)) = {e), f or every separated bilinear form w. 
Proof. (ii) By (i), it is clear that Z(M+(o)) cZ(M(w)). According to Lemma 
2.l(ii), ZW(o)) = R. Therefore, every element from Z(M+(w)) has the form 
v = (b, oE, or, 1). The equality UVU-’ = v for u = (0, oE, oF, 2) implies 2b = b. 
Thus, b = o. •I 
Theorem 3.9. Let E, F be normed spaces and let o : E x F + R be a bilinear form. 
Zf w is minimal as a biadditive mapping (in particular if w is a strong duality), then 
the induced group M+(o) is pe$ectly minimal. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.14 and Lemma 3.8(u) it suffices to verify the minimality of 
M+(o). Denote by y the given topology of M+(w) and suppose that y1 c Y is a 
Hausdorff group topology. The minimal group R A R, (Introduction (cl)) is natu- 
rally embedded in M+(u). Therefore, y1 I R = y I R. From Proposition 2.9 it imme- 
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diately follows that y 1 MCoj = y I MCoj. Now observe that the natural retraction I 
4 : M(o) + R is central (moreover, by Lemma 2.1(u), [w = Z(M(w))) and the action 
of R, on R is t-exact. By Proposition 2.7 (in the situation: G := R,, X:= M(w), 
Y := R) we get yi = y. 0 
Theorem 3.10. For every normed space E the induced group M+(E) = ((w X 
E A E * ) A, R, of the canonical duality E X E * + R is perfectly minimal. 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.9. 0 
In the sequel the left uniformity of a group G is denoted by Z,/,(G). 
Corollary 3.11. Every (metrizable) uniform space X is uniformly embedded as a 
closed Z?/,/,(M)-uniform subspace into a (metrizable) peflectly minimal group M. 
Proof. Every metric space is isometric to a closed subspace of a normed space 
(Arens and Eells [3]). In the general case we consider a closed uniform embedding 
X -+ LI Ei into a product of normed spaces and apply Theorem 1.15. 0 
Recall that the dual space of the Banach space cO is I,. Consider the induced 
group MC,) = (R X cO h 1,) A R,. By a result of Aharoni [l] every separable 
metrizable uniform space is uniformly embedded in c,,. Thus, we obtain the 
following: 
Theorem 3.12. Every separable metrizable uniform space is uniformly embedded into 
the perfectly minimal separable metrizable group M(c,). 
Now we give a counterexample to a conjecture of Stoyanov [27; 12, p. 2631. 
Counterexample 3.13. The (perfectly) minimal group M(c,) is not topologically 
isomorphic to a subgroup of the unitary group U(W) of a Hilbert space W. 
Proof. In [15] Enflo constructs a countable metric space which is not uniformly 
embeddable into a Hilbert space. Hence, by Theorem 3.12, M(Q) is not uniformly 
embedded in a Hilbert space. Therefore, it suffices to show that every topological 
subgroup G of U(W), such that G has countable weight, is U,(G)-embedded in 1,. 
Suppose that G is such a group. Since the left uniformity on U(W) is induced by 
the strong operator topology (see [12, p. 24611, the system (cu, : G -+ W}, EW of all 
orbit mappings (a,(g) =gx) induces Z,!,(G). Since G has countable weight, there 
exists a countable subset lx,: n E N} of W such that {(Y,,)~~~ generates ?/i(G). 
From this fact it follows that (G, ‘Z,(G)) is uniformly embedded in the uniform 
space W’O. For every natural it the Hilbert subspace (Gx,) generated by the orbit 
of x, is separable. Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that W is 
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separable. Hence, in order to complete our proof it suffices to establish that 1:” is 
uniformly embedded in 1,. By a result of Aharoni [2], I, is uniformly embedded 
into a bounded subset of itself. Hence, $0 is uniformly embedded into the product 
rI(B,-,: n E kJ) of 2P-balls. By definition, this product is a uniform subspace of 
the Hilbert sum CI3 ntN(12)n being isomorphic to 1,. •I 
4. Group representations in biadditive mappings 
Let G be a topological group and let w : E x F -+A be a biadditive mapping. A 
continuous birepresentation of G (or: G-birepresentation) in w is a pair ((~i, q) of 
continuous actions cq : G x E + E and (Ye : G x F + F such that w is G-invariant 
(i.e., O&TX, gf) = w(x, f)). 
In the case of normed spaces E and F, a bilinear form w : E X F + R and linear 
actions CX~, (Ye we obtain the definition of a linear birepresentation. 
We will say that a linear representation (Y : G x E --+ E in a normed space E is 
bicontinuous if the dual action (Y * : G X E * + E *, (Y *(g, cpXx) = cp(g-‘x) is con- 
tinuous. In other words, a linear action is bicontinuous iff the induced canonical 
birepresentation is continuous. Not every continuous representation is bicontinu- 
ous even in the case of norm-invariant actions of a compact group. 
Remark 4.1. Every continuous representation of a topological group G by unitary 
operators on a Hilbert space W is bicontinuous. It is also clear that for every 
normed space E the natural representation GL(E) X E + E is bicontinuous. 
Let * = {$Ji t I be a system of continuous G-birepresentations: 
i+$=(wi:EixF,+Ai, qi:GxEi-+Ei, qi:GxF;+Fi). 
By the induced group M(q) of a system 4 we mean the topological semidirect 
product FIM(wi) A, G, where the action 
T: G xnM(q) -nM(q) 
is defined coordinatewise by means of the following system {~i}i t I of actions: 
ri:G xM(q) -M(q), Ti(g> (a, r, f)) = (a, gX, Sf), 
where gx = aii(g, x>, gf= a,i(g, f>. 
Analogously, in the case of linear birepresentations, we define the induced 
group M+($) as the semidirect product nM+(ui) A, G considering 
ri:G xM+(q) -M+(q), r,(g, (a, x, f, t)) = (a, g:, gf, t). 
Definition 4.2. A system (I, = (+kili EI is called (ht-exact) t-exact if the system (crki: 
k E (1, 2}, i E I) of actions is (ht-exact) t-exact in the sense of Definition 1.8. 
Theorem 4.3. Assume that $ = (+i)i E, is a t-exact system of G-birepresentations 
such that every wi : Ei x F, -+ Ai is a minimal biadditive mapping and n A, is 
(perfectly 1 minimal. Then M($) is (perfectly ) minimal. 
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Proof. By our construction, MC+) = rIM(o,) A, G. Let y, cy be a coarser 
Hausdorff group topology, and let X denote the subgroup rIM(w,). The minimal- 
ity of X (Theorem 2.15) implies y, 1 x = y I x-. By Lemma 2.5, the retractions 
M(w,) -+ Ej, M(wi) -+ Fi are central. Then the natural projections X -+ E,, X -+ F, 
are central, too. Using Proposition 2.7, we obtain y, = y. This proves the minimal- 
ity of MC+). 
In the “perfectly minima1 case”, due to Theorem 1.14, it remains to show that 
Z(M($)) = IJA,. Let u = ((ai)l f 1, (Xi>l E 1, <fr>ic 1, g) E Z(M($J)) and k E I. NOW, 
if y E E, CM($) and f E Fk cM(t,!~), then the equalities uy = yu, uf =fu and the 
elementary computations (see Lemma 2.1(i)) show that alk(g, y) =y, azx(g, f) = 
f. By exactness of 4, we conclude that g = e. This means that Z(M($)) c Z(X). It 
follows from Lemma 2.1(C) that Z(X) = nA,. Therefore, Z(M($)) c nAi. Since 
the action 7~ I GxnA, is trivial, then Z(M($)) = rI,4,. q 
Theorem 4.4. Let (G, T) be an LCA group and P be a topological subgroup of 
(Aut G, r8), where rB is the Birkhofl topology. Consider the action (Y : P X G + G, 
cu(cp, g>=qJg) and the dual action LY* :PXG* -+G*, cr*((p, x)(g)=x(4p-‘(g)). 
Denote by 1+5 the P-birepresentation in A : G * x G + T defined by the pair (cu ‘, a). 
Then the induced group M(I,!I) = M(G) A, P is perfectly minimal. 
Proof. FolIows from Remark 1.9(ii), Proposition 1.10 and Theorem 4.3. q 
Corollary 4.5. Every closed subgroup G of GL(n, iw) is a group retract of a minimal 
Lie group M of dimension dim G + 2~1 + 1. 
Proof. Using the selfduality W)* = Iw” we get from Theorem 4.4 that the group 
M = OJ X KY A, KY) A, G is minimal. In order to show that M is a Lie group, it 
suffices to check the analyticity of (Y and n-. Let ( ,> : R" x IF!" + R be the 
canonical scalar product and let CJ : R + U be the natural homomorphism. Then 
du, (t, u)) = (q((u, u)> + t, c). This description shows that (Y is analytic. The 
action r is defined by the rule p(g, (t, li, K>) = (t, y(g, v), u(g, u)), where v is a 
restriction of the action GL(n, [w) x R" + R" to the submanifold G X R". Thus, T 
is analytic, too. 0 
Theorem 4.6. Let for every i E I, E,, F, be normed spaces, wi : Ei x c. -+ R be strong 
dualities and 4 = {I,!I~)~ l I be a t-exact system of linear G-birepresentations. Then 
IV+(*) is perfectly minimal. 
Proof. Let X, and X denote nM+(w,) and lYIM(w;) respectively. Every 
Z(M+(ui)) is trivial (Lemma 3.&i)). Therefore, 2(X+) = (e}. As in the proof of 
Theorem 4.3, elementary computations (using Lemma 3.8(i)) show that Z(M+($,)) 
cZ(X+). Thus, Z(M+($i)f = ie}. By Theorem 1.14 it suffices to check the mini- 
mality of M+(t,!r). Let y, c y be a coarser Hausdorff group topology. Since each 
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M+(wi) is minimal (Theorem 3.9), then Theorem 1.15 establishes the minimality of 
X,. Therefore, yi I x+= y 1 x,. In particular, yr I x = y I X. 
Now, as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we use central retractions. It follows from 
Lemma 2.5 that the natural projections X -+ E,, X + Fi are central. Using Proposi- 
tion 2.7 we obtain that yr agrees with y on X A G. Arbitrary powers of the group 
R A R, are minimal (see Introduction Cd) or Theorem 1.15). Hence, the “product” 
action of ll(R+)j on lllw, is t-exact. Taking this fact into account, we use 
Proposition 2.7 in the folIowing situation: G := lI@?+)j, X:= llM(0.1~1 A G, Y := 
nlw, and q : X -+ Y is the natural projection. Hence we obtain yi = y. 0 
Definition 4.7. We say that a topological group G is an (HBR-group) BR-group if 
there exists an (ht-exact) t-exact system {~i)i E I of linear G-birepresentations, such 
that every oi : Ei x Fi -+ Iw is a strong duahty. 
Theorem 4.8. For every BR-group G there exists a continuous group retraction 
p : M + G such that M and ker p are pedectly minimal. 
Proof. Take the perfectly minimal group M:=M+(@) from Theorem 4.6 and 
consider the projection p: M+(+) + G. Then ker p coincides with lIM+(+J 
which is perfectly minimal by Theorem 3.9, Lemma 3.8(u) and Theorem 1.15. q 
Let w : L’(G) x Z(G) + R be the bilinear form from Proposition 3.4. The pair 
of actions: 
q:GxL’(G) +L’(G), q(g, f)(x) =f(g-ix), 
q:Gxx(G) -+x(G), az(g, cp)(x) =cp(g-‘x) 
defines a continuous birepresentation in o. Moreover, since ‘Y~ induces a topologi- 
cal group embedding G + Is(_NG)), then this birepresentation is ht-exact. Thus, 
LC is a subclass of HBR. 
Lemma 4.9. Let (wi : Ei X F, --f I$ E t be a system of strong dualities, ((Gi, TJ}~ E, be 
a system of topological groups, and for every i E I let I/I~ be a continuous linear 
G,-birepresentation $i = (oi : Ei x Fi + IF!, oli : Gi x Ei + E,, ozi : Gi x F; + Fi). Sup- 
pose that for every i E I the family {(cu,,)~ : Gi + Ei, (c+)~ : Gi --t l$h E E,,fE F, of all 
orbit mappings generates the topology ri. Then the product (G, 7) = n(Gi, ri) is an 
HBR-group . 
Proof. For every i E Z define the actions: 
aE:GxEi+Ei, Qz((gs)sEl> Xi)=aii(gi, Xi)> 
ag:GXFi+F;y aE((gs)se=, fi)=“zi(gi, fi)* 
Consider the corresponding continuous linear G-birepresentations: 
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Then the family {(a:), : G + E;, (aE)f : G --) EJx E E,, f E F,, I E, of all orbit map- 
pings generates the topology r. Clearly, this implies that (G, T) is an HBR-group. 
0 
Proposition 4.10. For every family { EJi E I of normed spaces, the topological group 
product nGL(Ei) is an HBR-group. 
Proof. For each normed space Ej from the given family, denote by End(Ei) the 
normed space of all continuous endomorphisms. The action V, : GL(Ei) x End(Ei) 
+ End(E,), defined by vi(A, B) =A . B (multiplication in End(&)), induces a 
topological group embedding ci : GL(E,) --, GL(End(Ei)). By Remark 4.1, the 
corresponding representation is bicontinuous. Next, the system {O,), , ,,, where 
O,={AEGL(E,):IIA.Id,,-Id,,II <E} 
is a local base of the natural topology of GL(E,). Hence, GL(E,) carries the strong 
operator topology with respect to Vi. Now, we can use Lemma 4.9 in the situation: 
Ej := End(E,), Fi := (End(E,)) *, Gj := GL(EJ. q 
Proposition 4.11. For every locally conuex vector space E, the group (E, + > belongs 
to HBR. 
Proof. Since (E, + ) is an additive topological subgroup of a product nE, of 
normed spaces, then by Proposition 3.7 the group llEi is a topological subgroup of 
the product nGL(R X Ei* ). Now our assertion follows from Proposition 4.10. q 
Corollary 4.12. Let A(X) be the free Abelian topological group of X. Then A(X) 
belongs to HBR. 
Proof. By a result of TkaEhenko [28] (see also Uspenskii [29, p. 6571), A(X) is a 
topological subgroup of the free locally convex space L(X) of X. 0 
The following result solves for Abelian groups (in a slightly stronger form) the 
above-mentioned problem (Question 2.13(ii)) of Arkhangel’skii. 
Theorem 4.13. Every Abelian topological group is a factor group of a perfectly 
minimal group. 
Proof. Every Abelian topological group G is a factor group of its free Abelian 
topoIogica1 group A(G). On the other hand, by Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.12, 
A(G) is a group retract of a perfectly minimal group. 0 
Question 4.14. Is every free topological group F(X) a BR-group? 
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